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Kingfisher's encyclopedias are award-winning, information-packed reference books for all the family.

The new, updated editions are beautiful versions of these trusted favorites--perfect for gifts and

reference alike. If you want one history encyclopedia, this is it!History leaps from the page in this

completely revised and updated edition of the critically acclaimed Kingfisher History Encyclopedia

by the editors at Kingfisher. From man's earliest history right through to the technological and social

revolutions of the current day, this trusted reference provides a one-stop source for research, and is

the perfect companion to any study of world history. The encyclopedia is organized chronologically

and then thematically within each time period. A timeline runs across the top of each page for

context. Each section includes biographies of important people and key features on the art,

architecture, and technology of the period. No more hunting and pecking all over the internet for

incomplete or un-vetted information. With 3,500 indexed references and more than 2,000 full-color

illustrations, photographs, and source materials, as well as research-friendly back matter and index,

this encyclopedia provides a beautiful, authoritative reference that is essential for any home, school,

or library.
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This is a supplememt to our homeschool history class. It has great information and very colorful and

interesting pictures. The only drawback is that the drawn portraits tend to all look alike and not quite

as accurate as they should be. Otherwise, great for all ages, but some may need help with the

reading depending on their age and skill. It's better than Usborne's world history and less

problematic with the pictures.

I am not a big specialist in world history, but I know well my own (Russian) history. I was surprised

with the content selection for the encyclopedia. Not the best choice and always something about

terrible Russian winter. "And then Napoleon came but could not stand the Russian winter"... Or

"Then Hitler came but could not stand the Russian winter"... Russian soldiers in the fields of course

can stand Russian winters. They are covered in fur, like polar bears, so the Russian winter does not

scare them at all. And with all the possibilities they could come up in case of Catherine the Great

(the Great, it means something) they chose to illustrate... with the poverty of peasants. Great! They

could not even research a Russian folk costume and dressed a man in a long shirt with no pants (in

the snow, during the terrible Russian winter) and a German-looking hat...Really, I cannot trust the

with the history of other countries, when I know that they did such a bad job with mine.

Definitely an encyclopedia rather than a textbook. Each page has a timeline at the top so as you

skip around the book, you can keep track of what century you are reading about. The illustrations

are excellent, appropriate, and there are plenty of them on each page to keep the book interesting

to read as well as flip through. It's written on a 3rd grade reading level, but comprehension is more

like 6th grade and up. As a homeschool mom, I love this as a resource in our library of books.

There simply is almost nothing new in this edition! Not worth getting the updated edition IF you have

the previous version.

If you're a classical educator or are using Susan Wise Bauer's "Story of the World," this is a

must-have addition to your school library. It has full-color, fascinating 2-page spreads on ancient

thru current historical periods, covering life, culture, leaders, conflicts and other portions of

civilizations. This will add a lot of color to your lesson plans!

We purchased this book to go along with our son's homeschool program. I am a huge fan of the

Internet, but we wanted him to hav experience in finding information in an actual book, rather than



only searching virtually. The pictures, illustrations, and text are well done and we are very happy

with it.

As a homeschool parent, I'm always on the hunt for new books that my kids will willing sit-down and

read. This Kingfisher history book meets that need...my kids BEG to read this book and to do copy

work out of it. It has wonderful illustrations and the text is written at just the right level for their

needs. We find the Kingfisher books not to be so visually overwhelming as the Usborne books...and

at a better price.

The best homeschool reference all in one that anyone could have on their shelves! We have found

times, people, places, that our family doesn't even remember learning and is not in typical history

books. This is packed and ready for families to use information here to find links on the web, books

in libraries, etc to further what they are learning about!
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